Case study - Kinross Gold Corporation.

Gold standard global network.

It’s not just the metal that’s precious when you’re mining for gold. Providing access to the applications that
safeguard staff and equipment is vital to Kinross, especially in tough terrain like the Arctic Circle and the
Sahara Desert. Added to that Stephen Kerrigan, Vice President, Information Technology, also has to protect
the intellectual capital that gives the company its cutting edge.
Systems centralized in Canada energize the firm’s global operations. A secure and reliable network,
accessible everywhere, is paramount. That’s why it’s significant that Stephen sees BT as the only service
provider that won’t let him – or the business – or its people – down.

The reliability of BT services is fundamental. BT has provided a consistent,
stable, well-performing network. Off that we’re able to hang a lot of very
important applications.
Stephen Kerrigan
Vice President, Information Technology
Kinross Gold Corporation
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We’d had negative experiences with network
service providers. We needed a partner who
could resolve issues in a timely fashion and meet
our business and service expectations.

BT IP Connect Global gives
Kinross Gold great connections
even in the remotest and most
inhospitable regions.

Need to control costs and
improve stability.
At Kinross Gold, communications are complex. The company’s
network links its Toronto headquarters with ten mines in
six countries. Some are in difficult or distant locations that
demand a variety of access modes as well as ultra-reliable links.
One of the leading gold producers in a high-risk industry,
Kinross Gold regards the safety of its 9,000 employees as
top priority. Safety personnel at each mining location need
guaranteed access to centrally-controlled systems in Toronto.
They include the ERP application that’s used for functions
like fleet maintenance, supply chain management, finance,
and accounting.
“We’d had negative experiences with network service
providers,” says Aaron Alton, Manager of IT Infrastructure.
“We needed a partner who could resolve issues in a timely
fashion and meet our business and service expectations.”

Managing the transition’s fine detail.
Kinross Gold issued a request for proposal seeking global
reach and reliability, along with an excellent priceperformance ratio. Another must-have was the ability to
manage local loop providers across multiple countries and get
a response in any time zone at any time of day.
“Working with a great account team here in Toronto was also
important to us,” says Aaron.

Aaron Alton
Manager of IT Infrastructure
Kinross Gold Corporation

BT fitted the bill in every respect. People from BT and Kinross
Gold soon established a good rapport, while the quality of
the BT proposal inspired confidence. “When we engaged
with BT, we found a solution that was more cost effective
and had great global coverage,” says Stephen Kerrigan, Vice
President, Information Technology. “The technical service has
also been fantastic.”
Especially appreciated was the way BT managed the transition
from the legacy service provider. Kinross Gold wanted every
single circuit correctly engineered to minimize business
disruption. And that’s what BT achieved, using right-first-time
provisioning to handle the fine detail and meet deadlines.
“BT project management was key to the transition, ensuring
that when a circuit was delivered it perfectly met our
expectations,” Aaron recalls.

Service management is vital to key
business apps.
BT IP Connect Global is a secure, managed infrastructure
that now serves as the backbone for the entire Kinross Gold
operation. Some sites are connected by traditional fibre,
while north-east Russia in the Arctic Circle uses satellite. A
microwave link connects the mine in the Sahara Desert to the
BT backbone.
Service management, so vital to the business, is now tip-top. BT
proactively tracks network usage. At monthly operating reviews
it alerts Kinross Gold to any trends that might require attention.
So Kinross Gold stays ahead of application requirements and can
easily increase bandwidth wherever it’s needed.
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We’ll continue to work with BT to reduce the
cost of our network, optimize its performance,
and make sure it’s fit for purpose and rightsized around the Kinross world.
Stephen Kerrigan
Vice President
Information Technology
Kinross Gold Corporation

A dashboard outside Stephen’s office displays the status of
every connection; all the lights on the map show green. “The
reliability of BT services is fundamental,” he says. “BT has
provided a consistent, stable, well-performing network. Off
that we’re able to hang a lot of very important applications.”

Kinross Gold expects the Internet of Things to feature in the
mine of the future. That’s through a convergence of existing
technologies like autonomous fleets or drillers, the use of
sensors, and the leveraging of big data. “We’ll continue to
work with BT to reduce the cost of our network, optimize its
performance, and make sure it’s fit for purpose and rightsized around the Kinross world,” concludes Stephen Kerrigan.

Core services.
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